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NEW QUESTION: 1
HOTSPOT

Answer:
Explanation:

NEW QUESTION: 2
Drag and drop each statement about cisco EEM policies on the
left to the right

Answer:
Explanation:

NEW QUESTION: 3
You are adding a new EX4300 member switch to your existing
EX4300 Virtual Chassis.
However, the new member is not running the same Junos version
as the other members.
By default, what is the expected behavior?
A. The new switch will be assigned a member ID and then placed
in an inactive state.
B. The new switch is not recognized by the Virtual Chassis.
C. The new switch will automatically pull the correct version
from the master Routing Engine and perform the necessary
upgrade.
D. The Virtual Chassis will transition into a split brain
situation between the existing master Routing Engine and the
switch running the different version.
Answer: C
Explanation:
You can use the automatic software update feature to
automatically update the Juniper Networks Junos operating
system (Junos OS) version on prospective member switches as you
add them to an EX Series or QFX Series Virtual Chassis. When
you have configured automatic software update on a Virtual
Chassis, the Junos OS version is updated on the new member
switch when you add it to the Virtual Chassis. The new member
switch immediately joins the Virtual Chassis configuration and
is put in the active state.
http://www.juniper.net/documentation/en_US/junos16.1/topics/con
cept/virtual-chassis-ex4200- software-automatic-update.html

NEW QUESTION: 4
What is one reason provisioning would fail when deploying a
catalog item with nested blueprints using
cloned virtual machines?
A. The entitlement does NOT have the nested blueprint as one of
the entitled items.
B. One of the approvers has NOT responded to the approval
request.
C. The virtual machine template used in the nested blueprint
does NOT exist in any of the reservations for
that user.
D. The template virtual machine has more snapshots than
vRealize Automation allows.
Answer: C
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